ZeQ A,j~(Q) =Ay(Q) = -G "(Q), lJ App(Q) =M( n-+coo i n-y)5,J.
ZQ " G'"(n) ij where we have used the convention G "( ro, ra, n) = G "(Q)
where the additional Green's function due to the metal surface is defined by G~~~=G -G, .
eE"'(Q)
and f (Q) is the Fourier transform of the nonlinear force term (11). Here, the 6X 6 matrix A can be written in terms of four 3 X 3 matrices as
Note that the induced dipole inoment p(co! ) is related to e x(co!)+ZQ(co!) via Eq. (7) 
Here, F' '(Q) is the six-dimensional force vector at the molecular site.
It must be noted that due to the presence of the metal two types of oscillators become coupled, even in the absence of the nonlinear force term. Also, the resonance conditions are changed due to the presence of the term proportional to G" in Eqs. (25) and (27) . In the absence of the metal, G" of 2~!(pA'p(co! ) (t' (co ) In the linear problem the displacement induced by the incident field, and hence the induced dipole moment p, vary with the frequency co! of the incident field. To obtain a dipole moment at a frequency other than col, which would give rise to Raman scattering, we must include the nonlinear force term f~, defined by Eq. (11) 
which may be more readily available, the general matrix A(0) of Eq. (24) can be rewritten in the
Here, each term, of course, represents a 3)&3 matrix. 
Q(~s}=0,
in place of the more general expression (32). This leads to the Raman dipole moment
where N is the renormalization tensor (matrix}
Note that the expression (48) contains the renormalization denominators both at co! and cos. The above expression for the Raman dipole moment can be compared with the Raman polarizability for an isolated mole- 
